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A classification of baryons and leptons which is useful for describing weak interactions is
proposed. Marshak invariance is generalized to all baryons and leptons.
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IT has been shown 1 that every known baryon can
n
be characterized by a triplet of numbers t 1, t 2, t 3 ,
which are determined as follows. We imagine that
the baryons are located at the vertices of a unit
~~
cube (see Fig. 1 ). Then the numbers t 1, t 2 , t 3 ,
tz
are the coordinates of the corresponding vertices
in a Cartesian coordinate system.
FIG. 1
Marshak2 pointed out the interesting fact that
weak interaction processes are invariant to the
interchanges p - v, n - e-, A0 - fJ.-. One may
conjecture that this invariance extends to all
baryons.
We represent the set of leptons in the form of a
unit cube like the baryon cube (Fig. 2). In order
to keep the expression for electric charge, q
= e (t 2 + t 3 ), the same for baryons and leptons, one
FIG. 2
must assume that the cube is described in a lefthanded coordinate system. In the case shown, we
equation n- p + e- + v1 should be written in the
have two neutrinos, v 1 and v2, which differ in the
form n + e+- p + v1, or n + V t - p + e-. The
values of their leptonic charges l = 2t 1 (see also
transformation (1) transforms the latter two equareference 3 ) .
tions into e- + S 0 - v 1 + :=:- and e- + p - v 1 + n
Marshak invariance can now be formulated in
which can be rewritten as n - p + e- + v1 and :=:the statement that the set of weak interaction procS 0 + e- + v 1•
esses is invariant to interchange of the particles
For weak interactions involving antibaryons, it
which are at the same cube vertex, if only those
is
necessary
to apply the transformation (1) in its
interchanges which conserve the number of baryons
charge-conjugate
form, i.e., p - v1, etc.
are allowed. Comparison of the lepton cube with
The
sele0tion
rules
for weak interactions are
the baryon cube gives the transformation
now expressed as conservation of the three quan~ +-+ 'Vt,
tum numbers t 1, t 2 , t 3 in weak interactions. With
so +-7 e+a (1) this rule, the process fJ.+- e+ + v1 + v 2, for
The requirement of baryon number conservation example, is allowed; the process fJ. - 3e is
forbidden.
arises from [.7C, N] = 0, where N is the baryon
The four- Fermion interaction Hamiltonian then
number operator and .M is the Hamiltonian dehas
the isospin invariant form
scribing the weak interactions of baryons with

--

leptons and baryons. In the case of baryon-lepton
interactions, this requirement is automatically
taken into account when the transformation (1) is
applied to the equations written in the form B + L
- B' + L', where B, B' are baryons and L, L' are
leptons. For example, according to the rule, the

H

=

~gki(¢BT(k)O\jlB) +0iJLT(k)O\jlL)j2.

(2)

k

Here 1/JB is the potential of
component spinor) and 1/JL
lepton field. The matrices
spin vectors 1, the numbers
548

the baryon field. ( 32is the potential of the
T (k) are the isotopic
tk are eigenvalues of
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the third components of these vectors. The 32rowed matrix 0 determines the type of interaction.
We note that the additional requirement that the
Hamiltonian, H, be invariant to Fierz transformations gives 0 = rv (1 - r 5 ), where rv = 1 X yV,
r5 = 1 xy5.
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